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America Embattled
This volume deals with the years of World War II and after. In the 1940s California changed from a regional centre into
the dominant economic, social and cultural force it has been in America ever since.
"A brilliant young scholar's history of 175 years of teaching in America shows that teachers have always borne the brunt
of shifting, often impossible expectations. In other nations, public schools are one thread in a quilt that includes free
universal child care, health care, and job training. Here, schools are the whole cloth. Today we look around the world at
countries like Finland and South Korea, whose students consistently outscore Americans on standardized tests, and
wonder what we are doing wrong. Dana Goldstein first asks the often-forgotten question: "How did we get here?" She
argues that we must take the historical perspective, understanding the political and cultural baggage that is tied to
teaching, if we have any hope of positive change. In her lively, character-driven history of public teaching, Goldstein
guides us through American education's many passages, including the feminization of teaching in the 1800s and the
fateful growth of unions, and shows that the battles fought over nearly two centuries echo the very dilemmas we cope
with today. Goldstein shows that recent innovations like Teach for America, merit pay, and teacher evaluation via student
testing are actually as old as public schools themselves. Goldstein argues that long-festering ambivalence about
teachers--are they civil servants or academic professionals?--and unrealistic expectations that the schools alone should
compensate for poverty's ills have driven the most ambitious people from becoming teachers and sticking with it. In
America's past, and in local innovations that promote the professionalization of the teaching corps, Goldstein finds
answers to an age-old problem"-Looks at the family of the 1950s and argues that this lifestyle was actually an exception rather than the rule for the typical
family, and looks at how social conditions have effected family values
In recent years, the Confederate flag has become as much a news item as a Civil War relic. Intense public debates have
erupted over Confederate flags flying atop state capitols, being incorporated into state flags, waving from dormitory
windows, or adorning the T-shirts and jeans of public school children. To some, this piece of cloth is a symbol of white
supremacy and enduring racial injustice; to others, it represents a rich Southern heritage and an essential link to a
glorious past. Polarizing Americans, these flag wars reveal the profound--and still unhealed--schisms that have plagued
the country since the Civil War. The Confederate Battle Flag is the first comprehensive history of this contested symbol.
Transcending conventional partisanship, John Coski reveals the flag's origins as one of many banners unfurled on the
battlefields of the Civil War. He shows how it emerged as the preeminent representation of the Confederacy and was
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transformed into a cultural icon from Reconstruction on, becoming an aggressively racist symbol only after World War II
and during the Civil Rights movement. We gain unique insight into the fine line between the flag's use as a historical
emblem and as an invocation of the Confederate nation and all it stood for. Pursuing the flag's conflicting meanings,
Coski suggests how this provocative artifact, which has been viewed with pride, fear, anger, nostalgia, and disgust, might
ultimately provide Americans with the common ground of a shared and complex history.
“An excellent study of evangelicalism” from the award-winning sociologist and author of Souls in Transition and Soul
Searching (Library Journal). Evangelicalism is one of the strongest religious traditions in America today; twenty million
Americans identify themselves with the evangelical movement. Given the modern pluralistic world we live in, why is
evangelicalism so popular? Based on a national telephone survey and more than three hundred personal interviews with
evangelicals and other churchgoing Protestants, this study provides a detailed analysis of the commitments, beliefs,
concerns, and practices of this thriving group. Examining how evangelicals interact with and attempt to influence secular
society, this book argues that traditional, orthodox evangelicalism endures not despite, but precisely because of, the
challenges and structures of our modern pluralistic environment. This work also looks beyond evangelicalism to explore
more broadly the problems of traditional religious belief and practice in the modern world. With its impressive empirical
evidence, innovative theory, and substantive conclusions, American Evangelicalism will provoke lively debate over the
state of religious practice in contemporary America. “Based on a three-year study of American evangelicals, Smith takes
the pulse of contemporary evangelicalism and offers substantial evidence of a strong heartbeat . . . Evangelicalism is
thriving, says Smith, not by being countercultural or by retreating into isolation but by engaging culture at the same time
that it constructs, maintains and markets its subcultural identity. Although Smith depends heavily on sociological theory,
he makes his case in an accessible and persuasive style that will appeal to a broad audience.” —Publishers Weekly
How was American culture disseminated into Britain? Why did many British citizens embrace American customs? And
what picture did they form of American society and politics? This engaging and wide-ranging history explores these and
other questions about the U.S.'s cultural and political influence on British society in the post-World War II period.
Discusses the current issue of welfare reform and shares views on what the church's position should be.
Is anti-Americanism one of the last respectable prejudices, or are accusations of anti-Americanism a way to silence
reasonable criticism of the United States? Is the recent rise in anti-Americanism principally a reaction to President
George W. Bush and his administration, or does it reflect a general turn against America and Americans? Have we
moved from the American century to the anti-American century, with the United States as the ‘whipping boy’ for a
growing range of anxieties? Can the United States recapture the international good will generally extended towards it in
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the days following 11 September 2001? These key questions are tackled by this new book, which offers the first
comprehensive overview of anti-Americanism in the twenty-first century. Examining what is sensibly called antiAmericanism and its principal sources, this study details how the Bush administration has provoked a recent upsurge in
anti-Americanism with its stances on a range of issues from the Kyoto Protocol to the war in Iraq. However, the spread of
anti-Americanism reflects deeper cultural and political anxieties about Americanization and American global power that
will persist beyond the Bush administration. At the heart of much of the recent anti-Americanism is opposition in the
Middle East, and elsewhere, to US support of Israel. This crucial issue is explored in depth as is the associated claim of a
‘clash of civilizations’ between Islam and the West and the rise of anti-American terrorism. This book will be of great
interest to all students and scholars of American Studies, International Relations and Politics.
During the tumultuous year of 2008--when gas prices reached $4 a gallon, Amtrak set ridership records, and a commuter
train collided with a freight train in California--journalist James McCommons spent a year on America's trains, talking to
the people who ride and work the rails throughout much of the Amtrak system. Organized around these rail journeys,
Waiting on a Train is equal parts travel narrative, personal memoir, and investigative journalism. Readers meet the
historians, railroad executives, transportation officials, politicians, government regulators, railroad lobbyists, and
passenger-rail advocates who are rallying around a simple question: Why has the greatest railroad nation in the world
turned its back on the very form of transportation that made modern life and mobility possible? Distrust of railroads in the
nineteenth century, overregulation in the twentieth, and heavy government subsidies for airports and roads have left the
country with a skeletal intercity passenger-rail system. Amtrak has endured for decades, and yet failed to prosper owing
to a lack of political and financial support and an uneasy relationship with the big, remaining railroads. While riding the
rails, McCommons explores how the country may move passenger rail forward in America--and what role government
should play in creating and funding mass-transportation systems. Against the backdrop of the nation's stimulus program,
he explores what it will take to build high-speed trains and transportation networks, and when the promise of rail will be
realized in America.
In the 1990s Americans are divided on virtually every issue surrounding sexuality. Emotion and political passion have
come to dominate sexual matters, and the debates on teenage pregnancy, pornography, homosexuality, abortion, and
AIDS reveal deep social conflicts. The sexual sphere is so entangled that it defies analysis or even description. In
Embattled Eros Steven Seidman seeks to clarify some of the major dynamics and patterns of contemporary American
intimate culture. He shows that at the root of the major conflicts are two sexual ideologies, the libertarian and the
romanticist. Examining the strengths and limits of each ideology, he suggests broad outlines for a sexual ethic that goes
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beyond the current polarization. In part one Seidman argues that we should reject our usual way of looking at recent
history--a sexual revolution in the '60s followed by a conservative backlash in the '80s, an ongoing struggle between the
forces of freedom and the forces of repression. Between the '60s and the '80s he argues, there transpired neither a
sexual revolution nor counter-revolution but a heightened conflict over the meaning of sex, its relation to pleasure,
romance, and self-identity, its proper moral role in private and public life. In part two Seidman's primary purpose is to
analyze moral arguments over sexual norms and practices. He chooses the sex debates that occurred within feminism
and the gay male community in the late '70s through the '80s as his sites for moral engagement, as it is here that the
debate over sexual ethics has been given its fullest elaboration. In conclusion, Seidman offers a pragmatic ethic that
revolves around the concept of sexual and social responsibility as a bridge between libertarians and romanticists. The
main issue is how to preserve the expansive notion of sexual choice, diversity, and pleasure contained in the libertarian
ethic yet also retain standards that allow us to offer social and personal criticisms of intimate life. Building on the work
presented in Romantic Longings, the author's history of intimacy in the United States, Embattled Eros presents a
sophisticated yet accessible analysis of contemporary sexual life and its moral conflicts. Emphasizing feminist and
lesbian and gay issues, the book is for all readers interested in contemporary sexuality.
Americans have died for the right to vote. Yet our democratic system guarantees no one, not even citizens, the
opportunity to elect a government. Allan Lichtman calls attention to the founders’ greatest error—leaving the franchise to
the discretion of individual states—and explains why it has triggered an unending struggle over voting rights.
History has not been kind to Jefferson Davis. His cause went down in disastrous defeat and left the South impoverished
for generations. If that cause had succeeded, it would have torn the United States in two and preserved the institution of
slavery. Many Americans in Davis's own time and in later generations considered him an incompetent leader, if not a
traitor. Not so, argues James M. McPherson. In Embattled Rebel, McPherson shows us that Davis might have been on
the wrong side of history, but it is too easy to diminish him because of his cause's failure. In order to understand the Civil
War and its outcome, it is essential to give Davis his due as a military leader and as the president of an aspiring
Confederate nation. Davis did not make it easy on himself. His subordinates and enemies alike considered him difficult,
egotistical, and cold. He was gravely ill throughout much of the war, often working from home and even from his sickbed.
Nonetheless, McPherson argues, Davis shaped and articulated the principal policy of the Confederacy with clarity and
force: the quest for independent nationhood. Although he had not been a fire-breathing secessionist, once he committed
himself to a Confederate nation he never deviated from this goal. In a sense, Davis was the last Confederate left standing
in 1865. As president of the Confederacy, Davis devoted most of his waking hours to military strategy and operations,
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along with Commander Robert E. Lee, and delegated the economic and diplomatic functions of strategy to his
subordinates. Davis was present on several battlefields with Lee and even took part in some tactical planning; indeed,
their close relationship stands as one of the great military-civilian partnerships in history. Most critical appraisals of Davis
emphasize his choices in and management of generals rather than his strategies, but no other chief executive in
American history exercised such tenacious hands-on influence in the shaping of military strategy. And while he was
imprisoned for two years after the Confederacy's surrender awaiting a trial for treason that never came, and lived for
another twenty-four years, he never once recanted the cause for which he had fought and lost.--Publisher.
Was there really a golden age of the family in the 1950s—or ever? This penetrating history of the American family mounts
a withering criticism of the “culture of nostalgia” that clouds current debate and offers a plan for reconstituting the
American family dream.
The Civil War was just days old when the first enslaved men, women, and children began fleeing their plantations to seek
refuge inside the lines of the Union army as it moved deep into the heart of the Confederacy. In the years that followed,
hundreds of thousands more followed in a mass exodus from slavery that would destroy the system once and for all.
Drawing on an extraordinary survey of slave refugee camps throughout the country, Embattled Freedom reveals as never
before the everyday experiences of these refugees from slavery as they made their way through the vast landscape of
army-supervised camps that emerged during the war. Amy Murrell Taylor vividly reconstructs the human world of wartime
emancipation, taking readers inside military-issued tents and makeshift towns, through commissary warehouses and
active combat, and into the realities of individuals and families struggling to survive physically as well as spiritually.
Narrating their journeys in and out of the confines of the camps, Taylor shows in often gripping detail how the most basic
necessities of life were elemental to a former slave's quest for freedom and full citizenship. The stories of
individuals--storekeepers, a laundress, and a minister among them--anchor this ambitious and wide-ranging history and
demonstrate with new clarity how contingent the slaves' pursuit of freedom was on the rhythms and culture of military life.
Taylor brings new insight into the enormous risks taken by formerly enslaved people to find freedom in the midst of the
nation's most destructive war.
How American conflicts about religion have always symbolized our foundational political values When Americans fight about "religion," we are
also fighting about our conflicting identities, interests, and commitments. Religion-talk has been a ready vehicle for these conflicts because it
is built on enduring contradictions within our core political values. The Constitution treats religion as something to be confined behind a wall,
but in public communications, the Framers treated religion as the foundation of the American republic. Ever since, Americans have translated
disagreements on many other issues into an endless debate about the role of religion in our public life. Built around a set of compelling
narratives--George Washington's battle with Quaker pacifists; the fight of Mormons and Catholics for equality with Protestants; Teddy
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Roosevelt's concept of land versus the Lakota's concept; the creation-evolution controversy; and the struggle over sexuality--this book shows
how religion, throughout American history, has symbolized, but never resolved, our deepest political questions.
Explores recent developments affecting American workers in light of labor's past. Of special concern is the erosion of the rights of workers
under the modern labor law, which Brody argues is rooted in the original formulation of the Wagner Act. Brody explains how the ideals of free
labor, free speech, freedom of association, and freedom of contract have been interpreted and canonized in ways that unfailingly reduce the
capacity for workers' collective action while silently removing impediments to employers coercion of workers. He combines legal and labor
history to reveal how laws designed to undergird workers' rights now essentially hamstring them. [Publisher web site].
Presents the life and death of John P. O'Neill, an FBI agent immersed in terrorist investigations, who attempted to warn top officials of the
growing terrorist threat and perished in the attacks on September 11th.
There was nothing extraordinary about these men; they were ordinary farmers, laborers, merchants, tradesmen, slaves, and former slaves,
the cross-section of a typical eighteenth-century New England farming community. But when faced with the loss of their cherished liberties
and long-standing tradition of self-government, they were swept up in an epic struggle against long odds. These are the forgotten men who
fought the American Revolution. Meticulously researched, Embattled Farmers traces the footsteps of 252 individual men--all connected with
the same community--who served as Patriot soldiers. Through repeated enlistments, they served at Lexington and Concord, at the Siege of
Boston, and during the campaigns to Ticonderoga, Canada, New York, Saratoga, the Hudson Valley, The Jerseys, Valley Forge, and
Yorktown. Despite family and community ties, four others remained loyal to the King, and fought against their neighbors and kinfolk. They lost
everything they had, and lived the remainder of their lives in exile. Individual stories tell of under-age service, skirmishes and battles, guard
duty, fatigue duty, capture by the enemy, smallpox, desertion, and hardships, as well as service by slaves, economic dislocation, and the
practice of substitution. Collectively, their stories present a fascinating mosaic of a community at war. Told mostly from the perspective--and
in some cases the actual words--of the men themselves, Embattled Farmers places the reader shoulder to shoulder with the men-at-arms. As
minute men, militia, privateers, Continental soldiers--and Loyalist militia--as officers and foot-soldiers, the stories of these Lincoln men bring
to life the human drama of the War for American Independence. The book's many hidden pearls will delight any armchair historian.
Linderman traces each soldier's path from the exhilaration of enlistment to the disillusionment of battle to postwar alienation. He provides a
rare glimpse of the personal battle that raged within soldiers then and now.
In Embattled River, David Schuyler describes the efforts to reverse the pollution and bleak future of the Hudson River that became evident in
the 1950s. Through his investigative narrative, Schuyler uncovers the critical role of this iconic American waterway in the emergence of
modern environmentalism in the United States. Writing fifty-five years after Consolidated Edison announced plans to construct a pumped
storage power plant at Storm King Mountain, Schuyler recounts how a loose coalition of activists took on corporate capitalism and defended
the river. Led by Scenic Hudson, later joined by groups such as Riverkeeper, Clearwater, the Hudson River Valley Greenway, and the
Hudson River Valley National Heritage Area, the coalition won the first of many legal and publicity battles that would halt pollution of the river,
slowly reverse the damage of years of discharge into the river, and protect hundreds of thousands of acres of undeveloped land in the river
valley. As Schuyler shows, the environmental victories on the Hudson had broad impact. In the state at the heart of the story, the immediate
result was the creation in 1970 of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to monitor, investigate, and litigate cases of
pollution. At the national level, the environmental ferment in the Hudson Valley that Schuyler so richly describes contributed directly to the
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creation of the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, and the creation of the Superfund in
1980 to fund the cleanup of toxic-dumping sites. With these legal and regulatory means, the contest between environmental advocates and
corporate power has continued well into the twenty-first century. Indeed, as Embattled River shows, the past is prologue. The struggle to
control the uses and maintain the ecological health of the Hudson River persists and the stories of the pioneering advocates told by Schuyler
provide lessons, reminders, and inspiration for today’s activists.
At the start of the nineteenth century, the Jesuits seemed fated for oblivion. Dissolved as a religious order in 1773 by one pope, they were
restored in 1814 by another, but with only six hundred aged members. Yet a century later, the Jesuits numbered seventeen thousand men
and were at the vanguard of the Catholic Church’s expansion around the world. This book traces this nineteenth-century resurgence,
showing how Jesuits nurtured a Catholic modernity through a disciplined counterculture of parishes, schools, and associations. Drawing on
archival materials from three continents, American Jesuits and the World tracks Jesuits who left Europe for America and Jesuits who left the
United States for missionary ventures across the Pacific. Each chapter tells the story of a revealing or controversial event, including the
tarring and feathering of an exiled Swiss Jesuit in Maine, the efforts of French Jesuits in Louisiana to obtain Vatican approval of a miraculous
healing, and the educational efforts of American Jesuits in Manila. These stories reveal how the Jesuits not only revived their own order but
made modern Catholicism more global. The result is a major contribution to modern global history and an invaluable examination of the
meaning of religious liberty in a pluralistic age.
What causes Anti- Americanism and where are its historical roots? What is the impact of 9/11 on America's sense of itself and its role in the
world? Is America paradoxically a victim of its own political and economic power? This book seeks to understand the terrible attacks of
September 11th within a broader historical, political and ideological context. Rather than drawing on simple 'clash of civilisation' oppositions,
the author argues that it is important to have an awareness of the complex historical processes which influence: America's sense of itself and
its changing view of the world How the world, especially the Muslim world, views America The changing nature of international politics and
the global system since the end of the cold war. Drawing on a wide range of contemporary and historical sources Richard Crockatt has
written a balanced, subtle and highly readable book which provides genuine insight into American foreign policy, anti-Americanism and
Islamic fundamentalism. It will be important reading for all those seeking to understand the background to the 'war on terror'.
America EmbattledRoutledge
Analysis of the wider background to the terrorist attacks of September 11th, which examines the reasons for such violent hatred of the US
and the gulf between American perceptions of its own society and those of other nations.
Embattled Home Fronts is an inquiry into the highly conflicted US American experience of World War I as it plays itself out in the diverse body
of novelistic works to which it has given rise and by which it has been, in turn, shaped and commemorated. As such, this book naturally
concerns itself with the formal aspects of artistic war representation. But rather than merely endeavoring to illustrate how American writers
from various backgrounds chose to depict World War I, the present work seeks to uncover the particular ideologies and political practices that
inform these representational choices. To this end, Embattled Home Fronts examines both canonized and marginalized US American World
War I novels within the context of contemporaneous debates over shifting class, gender, and race relations. The book contends that
American literary representations of the Great War are shaped less by universal insights into modern society’s self-destructiveness than by
concerted efforts to fashion class-, gender-, and race-specific experiences of warfare in ways that stabilize and heighten political group
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identities. In moving beyond the customary focus on ironic war representations, Embattled Home Fronts illustrates that the representational
and ideological battles fought within American World War I literature not only shed light on the emergence of powerful identity-political
concepts such as the New Woman and the New Negro, but also speak to the reappearance of utopian, communitarian, and social protest
fictions in the early 1930s. This study Embattled Home Fronts provides a new understanding of the relationship between war literature and
home front politics that should be of interest to students and scholars working from a variety of disciplines and perspectives
This is a readable and incisive analysis of American foreign policy and international politics since the end of the Cold War. It is organized
around two key themes, the role of culture in international politics and the changing nature of American power. Richard Crockatt addresses
such key issues as: the relationship between US power and the post-Cold War international system US relations with Europe and Islam the
intensity of anti-American feeling after September 11th the rebirth of American nationalism the war in Iraq and its aftermath. After 9/11 is a
much-needed balanced account of the most significant political questions of the twenty-first century
The overseas basing of troops has been a central pillar of American military strategy since World War II--and a controversial one. Are these
bases truly essential to protecting the United States at home and securing its interests abroad--for example in the Middle East-or do they
needlessly provoke anti-Americanism and entangle us in the domestic woes of host countries? Embattled Garrisons takes up this question
and examines the strategic, political, and social forces that will determine the future of American overseas basing in key regions around the
world. Kent Calder traces the history of overseas bases from their beginnings in World War II through the cold war to the present day,
comparing the different challenges the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet Union have confronted. Providing the broad historical
and comparative context needed to understand what is at stake in overseas basing, Calder gives detailed case studies of American bases in
Japan, Italy, Turkey, the Philippines, Spain, South Korea, the Balkans, Afghanistan, and Iraq. He highlights the vulnerability of American
bases to political shifts in their host nations--in emerging democracies especially--but finds that an American presence can generally be
tolerated when identified with political liberation rather than imperial succession. Embattled Garrisons shows how the origins of basing
relationships crucially shape long-term prospects for success, and it offers a means to assess America's prospects for a sustained global
presence in the future.
This history of Yosemite follows it as the seat of controversy affecting the evolution of national parks, from its path-breaking establishment in
1864 as a grant to California, 1890 expansion into a national park, boundary reductions and loss of the Hetch Hetchy Valley, evolution of
wildlife science, management practices threatening Yosemite Valley, and erosion of wilderness to the present day.

The story of the Republic of Palau's struggle for independence from the United States, a struggle that took the life of two
Presidents and resulted in the murder and fire bombing of Palauan citizens while three Congressional committees fought over the
issues in Washington.
The highly original satire about Oedipa Maas, a woman who finds herself enmeshed in a worldwide conspiracy, meets some
extremely interesting characters and attains a not inconsiderable amount of self-knowledge.
John Palmer hasn’t felt like a real man since he was injured during combat in Iraq. Though not content with his new life, he is
mostly adapting, just like the other vets at the Lost And Found Investigative Service. When Shannon Murphy is hired on as the
new office manager, life suddenly gets a lot more interesting. Before long, John finds himself wondering if he could ever be the
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kind of man Shannon needs. Shannon Murphy wasn’t really looking for love when she hired on at LNF, but finds herself
hopelessly attracted to the sex-on-wheels former Marine, John Palmer. The man is grumpy and nearly impossible to work with, but
his brand of masculinity appeals to her on a basic level. Soon Shannon is wondering just what it would take for John to want her
the way she wants him. When an old enemy tries to settle a vendetta against Shannon, John insists on protecting her. He moves
into her house, fanning the spark of attraction into a blaze. But the danger continues to escalate. Will the connection that they’ve
found survive when they’re thrust into a fight for their lives? Lost and Found Series Reading Order The Embattled Road- Prequel0.5 Embattled Hearts- Book 1 Embattled Minds- Book 2 Embattled Home- Book 3 Embattled SEAL- Book 4 Embattled Ever AfterBook 5 Embattled Return- Book 6 Connected Novellas- SEAL’s Lost Dream- Book 2.5 Her Forever Hero- Book 3.5 Unbreakable
SEAL- Book 3.6 Embattled Christmas- Book 3.7 Loving Lilly- Book 4.2 Her Secret Wish- Book 4.3 SEAL’s Christmas DreamBook 4.7 Mistletoe Mischief- 5.1 Lost and Found Pieces 1- Book 5.2 Lost and Found Pieces 2 Connected Spinoffs- The Lowells of
Honeywell, Texas Forget Me Not- Prequel Untying His Not- Book 1 Naughty by Nature- Book 2 Trying the Knot- Book 3 The Dogs
of War- Genesis- Prequel Chaos- Book 1 Destruction- Book 2 Retribution- Book 3 Catalyst- Book 4
Evangelicalism is one of the strongest religious traditions in America today; 20 million Americans identify themselves with the
evangelical movement. Given the modern pluralistic world we live in, why is evangelicalism so popular? Based on a national
telephone survey and more than three hundred personal interviews with evangelicals and other churchgoing Protestants, this
study provides a detailed analysis of the commitments, beliefs, concerns, and practices of this thriving group. Examining how
evangelicals interact with and attempt to influence secular society, this book argues that traditional, orthodox evangelicalism
endures not despite, but precisely because of, the challenges and structures of our modern pluralistic environment. This work also
looks beyond evangelicalism to explore more broadly the problems of traditional religious belief and practice in the modern world.
With its impressive empirical evidence, innovative theory, and substantive conclusions, American Evangelicalism will provoke
lively debate over the state of religious practice in contemporary America.
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